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Key. Judgments· · 

-~ ·. 

.;··.· 

The Invasion of Afghanistan: 

Implications for 

Soviet Foreign PolicyO . 


Soviet _decisions on the scope ~nd t1mi?g of the intervention in 
were dictated largely by the SituatiOn m·that country, but-once 

Afghanistan~~·
Moscow 

decide. d to invade-it pre~umabiy anticipat~dgeopolitic~l gai?~ that t 
extended beyond Afghamstan. The naked diSplay of Sov1et military 
strength, moreover, will generate opportunities and costs that will affect I 
Soviet forei~n policy on a global basis. 

In moving into Afghanistan, Mosco;.·probal:ily calculated that, in view of 
the decline in Soviet-American·relations.iii re~e~t years, it did not have 
much to lose in its· relations ;.ith theUnited"S\ates. The Soviet leaders knew 
that th~y would have to pay a price i~ their tela tions with the West and · 
their actions would create deep suspicions about Soviet policy within the 
Third World. Past preeeqents, however;'pr0babiy gave the Soviet 

. 	 ieaders-mostof whom participated in: the&Cision to invade 
•Czeelioslovakia-ample reason to believe that, o~er time, their willingness 
io.use military force in Afghanistim\vpuld enhance their efforts to extend 

•. 	 their worldwide iiifluehce; . . . . . . 
'• '· 	 . . : . . . 

Mqscow Will· attempt to show tliat it can wa:itoui any us retaliation by 
'turning to third'country suppliers oi'embatgoed or restricted goods. It 

..a,isg unqertake some retaliatory steps Of its owr(such as increased pre:ssu1re~ 
·an dissidents, harassment of US citizens irt the USSR, .and efforts to 
'il\e'lrs politically from its allies and from the Third World on the issue of 

· 	Afgli~rlistan. In the face of increasin·g US pr~stires, it might take further 
steps-in·Cuba, Berlin, or on arms control-to exacerbate relations with 
United States. 

In the near term, Moscow will seek to'consolida te its gains in southwest 
and attempt to minimize the costs elsewhere. To date the Soviets appear 
surprised by the forcefulness of the US response which, together with 
general outrage expressed by most non-Communist nations, may be-'··'--' 
Moscow reason to believe it underestimated t~e wider effects of its actions 
Afghanistan. 

There is no reason to believe that foreknowledge of these responses would 
have altered the Soviet decision to intervene, but Moscow may have to 
more attention than it had thought necessary to its relations with the 
community. In Europe, for example, we would expect the Soviets to ~v~·o~~ 

iii 	 Seeret 
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to be more accommodatingio.ri·disarmament issues while portraying the 
United States as the principal obstacle'to·progre5s. In tlie Mid.dle East, 
Moscow will attempt to-divert Arab'atterttibri away from th~ Soviet attempt 
to crush a Muslem insurgency and back toward American support of the 
Egyptian-Israeli peace process. Elsewhere in the Third World, the Soviets 
will try .to col!nte~ the damage to tljeir irpage a111ong the non!I}Jl!n,ed &tates._. 
The Afghan .invasion has a.! ready einoarjassed.Moscow's Cuban surrogates 

. 	andsaiis.efl Havana:s wit!Jdrawa.l frorri coniider.ation for a seat on the UN 
Securiiy' Council. · . ...,·,.. . 

From Mosc9w;sp0lnt of view, ihe·most ~oriis0nie potential consequence of 
its Afghanistan adventure is ·the prospect Of Clcis~r Sino-American security 
.cooperation. Soviet actions in Afghanistan will make the soon-to-resume 

. Sii!ci-S~vi~t talks even more difficult. Moseow'·will also be watching for signs 
9f.i.'~cire'aggre~sive Chinese st~nce toward'\r{~tham now that the USSR

.. bas.• fo(t!\:e (irsi t.im:e, invaded a co~ntfy thl!t bo~ders China . 
'• ' • ,I' •, • '', • ,. ' ' '

·The 'frireigiJ policy fallout of the Soviet in.Jasi()Ji :of Afghanistan will be 

mii{(:id. A ioilg~term Soviet presence in Afgli~nistan and continued. 


. invdlv,emerit in 'thb conflict will probably leact'·i<;'increasingly unfavorable 

. ieverber;1iion.~ lor Mosi:ow's s~anding th.rtiughoJt the Islamic world, 
·particuikrlY ainong Afghanistal\'s neig'Jfbors Y(ho are opposed to a change,jn 
the balance of power in the area aii.d are'apprehensive about the dangers·,,.~
il\herent in ,Soviet-American rivalry b~ing played out in their region. Indeed·, 
in.e IiJngei :t4e Sovi~is remai~ i.n Afghanistan; t)1e greater the temptation w.tll
be for ·Moscow to take more active steps to h=ifiuence-the behavior of Iran·:::

. .. , ~md ..Pakishin:Sfmilarly;· a· iong in~olv~m~nn!i Afghanistan might alter tife 
'·. teriiis of ·detente in a \vay thafcould teinpt th'e Soviets to challenge US 
 · in.ter~sis in the .Miadle'East and tile C~iibbean··~ore aggressively. ·o?. . .. . . .. ' .. ; . ~.-..~--

...... 

,, .· 

.. 
. Withheld under·statutory authority of the 
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TheJnvasion of Afgha'nistan: .... 

·t 
Implications for · 

·Soviet Foreign'Policy0 

Weighing·ihe Costs to Detente 
Moscow undoubtediy realized that the introduction of 
Soviet forces into Afghanistan would poison the 
aiinospnere.for'detente. Iri deciding·to go ahead, 
therefore,Mosc6w aiii>ears to have concluded that 
many·of the olijectives which it had sought under 

f 	

s 	

n 

J 

detente (for example, relaxation of us strategic 
·prog'rams and increased irade) had not been achieved 
and ·were not likely to be· realized in ihe foreseeable · 
future even if the USSR adopt'ed a less malignant 
policy toward Afghanistan. Soviet commentary in 
recent months has suggested, for example, that rela

. tions·with the United States· have become increasingly 
arid aiJd that little change in these relations can be 
expected before 1981 at the earliest. This commentary 
has placed the blame· on the United States, and 
Moscow's public statements show no recognition that 
·soviet actions have cilntributed to this situation. 

· . -lns\eaq, Moscow argues ilia! the Unhed States, by 
commission and by omission, has undermined the 
liases of detenie established in the early 1970s and that 
tlie USSR·has little reason to expect.tnat the United 
Bt~tes will soon·seek to reestablish a cooperative 
r~lationship.D · 

Soviet ~tatemeilts·, ffiorcovei; suggest a conViction that 
SALT was in deep trouble in the US Senateand that 
the objectives sought in arms control negotiations were 
not attainable under present circumstances. Ambassa

. dar Dobrynin may have reinforced this appraisal when 
he returned to Moscow on'6 December. We do not 
believe that Moscow's decision to invade AfgHanistan 
meansinat it has wrftten offSALT.II; but the Soviets 
may have conCluded· that NA'fO's Long'Term Defense 
Prograrrr; the MX, Trident n; cruise missiles,' and 
NATO's dcdsiori to deploy long-range TNF in -Europe 
had··,;u gravely undercut Moscilw's objectives'in · 

'·purstiirig. arms control' negotiations. MoscOw had 
hoped thcmegotiaiihg process during the 1970s would . . 	 ' : 
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inhibit Western arms modernization programs and 
particularly American strategic progra!lls. By now 
Moscow may have 'concluded that these goals have 
been gravely impaired in the short- to mediunHerm 
and that its actions in Afghanistan waul<\ not, there

I 
I ,:. 

I 

I 

I 
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I 

I 

I 

fore,' set back any immediately. attainable objectives in 
arms control talks with the United StatesO ! 
Economic relations .with·the U~ited s'tates h~ve be~n I 
another source of disappointment· for the Soviets. The 1' 

trade boom that Moscow thought would· accompany 
detente has not materialized . .TheSoyiets were count- I 

ing on access to US technology, as well as participation 

by US firms in major development projects-financed 


·by US Eximbank credits'-and most-favored-nation I 

(MFN) tariff status. The.Eximbank window, ·however, 

was open only for .two and a ·half years in .the early. I 

I 970s, MFN trade status was never grante1, anj"most 


·of the big projects have never materialized. · ' 

Moscow by-now must.have:little-hope of obtaining 
traqe benefits. More6ver,the Soviets have been 
meet nearly.a!I of-their needsJor.nonagricultural 
imiiorts in Western.Europe·and Japan, where gov·ernl-[ 
ments have lent strong support for trade with the. 
USSR. The Soviets have minimized their der>em:len1ce/ 
on US sources to blunt the impact of abrupt changes 
US trade policy, such as the August I 978 controls on I 
energy equipment exports. D . . 

. . . 	 - . .-~ 

Since the USSR thus appears to have resign1ed itself t\l 
the failure of. arms control·to limit US military· 
programs and ·to:the:failure of economic relatiOns-to
develop; it· probably· decided thaLit had little to lose 
from its actionsjiJ Afghanistan. The Soviet leaders·. 
may have also calculated·that.another result'of.'the 
general decline of detente was to Ii:ssenSoviet sus:ce]Jti~ 
bility to US:pressures; -Moscow may have estimated 
·that sinc~SALT II.was moribund·.and trade and· 
technology transfer were unsubstantial, there was 
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much that the United States could do ·to punish the 
Soviet Union for its actions in Afghanistan. Moscow 
may have believed that domestic political and legisla
tive constraints would make it difficult for the United 
States to cut off grain shipments to the Soviet Union in 
retaliation for ~oviet actions in Afghanistan.O 

!·,. 	 Those arguing in.,Moscow.for·intervention.in Afghani-
stan·may have suppOrted their.case.by.citing the effect 
on·the West of the invasion of Gzechoslovakia.: The 
Soviet Union was able to overcome.r~iatively·quickly 
the opprobrium it earned. in August 196!1.·In ·fact, those 
leaders favoring action against Afghanistan may have 
argued that positive steps in the·early 1970s, such as 
the QuadripartiteAgreements; SALTI, West Ger-· 
many.!s reconciliation·treaties.with the USSR and . 
Poland; plus the whole atmosphere of detente, were 
facilitated by the decisive:stabilization of Moscow's 
position in Central Europe achieved:by the invasion of 
Czechoslovakia.D 

The USSR may have.calculated that its intervention in 
Afglianistan .would strengthen its.•position·inSouth 
Asia ·over.the·longer·term, particular-ly against the 
interests of'the United States. The Soviet leaders may 
have reasoned that rebellion in Afghanistan invited 

·.wes.tern exploitation of the situation there and thus 

'! ·could have weakened:Moscowlsjnternaticinal position. 
Decisive action was·probably thought necessary to 
strengthen that. position; :especially.in view of Soviet 
inaction during·China's-.incursioninto:Vietnam earlier 
las~year0 · . . .. . 
The Cl!ina Factor....· · 

Moscow probably anticipates that China's response to
1, 
the invasion of Afghanistan will be potentially most 
troublesome over.the long.term. The Soviets.undoubt
ed.]y recall·ihat their invasion of Czechoslovakia in,.·. 
1968Jed·,. at ]east indirectly, . .to :Sino;Soviet. armed.· .. 
clashes,alcing the Ussuti. River the: following. year ·and 
contr.ibufedtothe Sino,US,rapprbchemeilt that began 
in 197L :Moscow~s·.expanded ·presenCe .in. Afghan
istan-which'shares a smalbegment of. border with .. 
China-presumably will.be.·even more alarming than 
the Czechoslovak experience for .Beijing and is·certain 

·. ::· 
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to become another major irritant in. Soviet relations I 
with their most intractable geopoiitical opponent. The 
Soviets surely anticipated that Afghanistan would i 
dominate the discussions during Secretary of Defense 
Brown's visit to Beijing, and during Chinese Foreign 
Minister Huang Hua's visit to Pakistan later this 
mO(\th.o. 	 .. . .. 

· · I 
The ~emii~ mus(.be.c9.!'cer~ed tha! il) the.a(te.imaUt . 
of Afghanistan both Washington and Beijing will be I 
more inclined to ag~ee on.s~urity cooperation;.; well 
as infusion~ of'l.JS technology directly helpful to 
China's ·military. efforts. Washingtqn's decision to seek . I 
MFN status for China separately from the USSR had 
previously flll;led Moscow's s~spicions that the United· I 
States had overcome its earlier ambivalence .about 

playing the "China card." Only a year ago, President 


· 	Brezhnev had cautioned· President Carter that the. 
USSR would "closely follow" whether ..the US assur
ances of its benign intentions in establishing relations 
with Beijing were kept in practice.o·· 

. ,. 
· The Soviets could also be concerned that Beijing might 
decide to take advantage of Moscow's preoccupation in 
Afghanistan by launching asecond i~vasi~n of Vi~~-:··· 
nam. Since the first C!tinese invasion in .February.:,;, 
1979, the Soviets have increased their involvementiri 

• • 	 ~·!f( 

Vietnam in order to deter another Chinese attack. The 
. 	 -· '. .. ~~}'''

Commander of the Soviet Navy, Admiral GorshkoY.;. 

recently visited Hanoi to add credibility tci this . ... -: 

_deterrence a.Q.d presumably to gain increased.acces~~fp 
Vietnam's naval and air facilities. D .:.:, 

. 	 ,, •j!<", 

Moscow's actions in Afghanistan will make Sino- ..: 

Soviet negotiations more difficult than they already:" 

are, par.ticul~rly .the politiCal talks that are supposed 'to 

redefine the Sino~Soviet rel~tionship following · 

Beijing's abrogation.ofthe Friends)ljp Treaty last 

Aprih These talks are expected to resume.jn the spring. 

The river. navigation ialks are ieqiaiiyeiyschedu.led io 


. begin iq February, and,the.annual trade t~lks o,dinar
ily get und.er way. in March.or April. Any unpleasant
ness at the navigation talks wo~ld increase chances for 
incide~is on the river .froniier; and the aband~nment of 
a comprehen~i~e annual trade agreement would. create 
a dismal atmosphere for the Sino-Soviet political talks. D 	 .. 

Withheld under statutory authority of the 
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Ever.-since the·.border.clashes in 1969, the Soviets have 
spent a certain amount of political" capital maintaining 
a dialogue with Beijing. The Soviets see some advan
tage 'in portraying themselves as conciliatory as 
possible. with the "intransigent"·Chinese, and they 
have long·wanted· to ·paper over their differences with 
China inmder to strengthen Moscow:s band in dealing 
with:tbe l:lnit~d States and others. But although China 
apparently,is .trying to-insulate its bilateral relations 
with:the Soviets .from tlie.rapid shifts·in political 
atmosplierics in the region; Chinese hostility toward 
the.-USSR.is bou'nd. to.become even more implacable, if 
possible;· in .the wake.of the Afghan invasion. Sino
Soviet relations will also suffer if the United States and 
China·find·a.way to·cooperate on getting military 
assistanceto.Pakistan.·ln any case; Mdscow's position 
within:tbe.Sino-Soviet"US triangle will become even 
more:vu)nerable; and· the terms governing the triangu
lar-relationship•itself will become more unstable.CJ 

South Asia.· 
Apart from the Middle East, -India has long been the 
mostdmiiortiinttarget of Soviet attention in the Third 
Wdild, both to help contain China and as a cornerstone 
of~oviet influence with the nonaligned movement. The 
return Of Indira Gandhi to power will :be reassuring to 
t~9-Soviets, whowill;expe~t the ne~ Indian.gove_rn
ment to.express contmued mterest m close ttes wtth the 
USSKand opposition to the United States. Any Indian 
Government would be-. apprehensive about Soviet 
iMiirvention in Afghanistan, but Indian dependence on 

. the.Sqviets fpr economic and military aid remains 	
considerable and. should mute Indian criticism of · 
So~iet actionsc-..-as long as Soviet territorial ambitions 
are. confined. to.Afghanistan.C] 

J}:_; • . •• 

States, even Indira Gandhi's government might be I
moved to improve relations with the United StatesM.
to reopen the dialogue with China, as it did before"'-] 

India, however, will be far more sensitive to any signs I
of change in US-Pakistan relations as a result of the 
Soviet intervention i~ Afghanist~n. India ~ears that I 
greater superpower mvolvement m the regton-par
ticularly significant US arms sales to Pakistan.,-wouldi 
increase prospects for regional instability and conflict. 
New Delhi has already expressed "grave concern" over 
the possibility of new US arms deliveries to Pakistan, 
but might acquiesce in limited US arms aid and might
itself be willing to provide sOme arms aid to Pakistan.j
A Gandhi government might also recognize the I 
importance of reducing tensions with both Pakistan . 
and Bangladesh as a result of a protracted Soviet 
presence in Afghanistan and increased superpower 
involvement in the Indian Ocean. 

 

 

 

c::::::J · 
Whereas Moscow is counting on India's dependence on 
Soviet military and economic assistance to limit New ! 
Ddhi's reaction to the expanded Soviet presence in I 
Afghanistan, it is probably assuming that its show of · 
force will serve generally to intimidate neighboring 
countries-particularly those, such as Pakistan, that 
are preoccupied with internal problems. The Soviet 
invasion will certainly increase Islamabad's fear of the 
USSR, and the Soviets.will probably resort to a 
combination -of blandishment and pressure to discour

I
age Pakistan from increasing aid to the Afghan 

1 
insurgents. Moscow is already trying to persuade · 1 

Islamabad that it is "not too late" for Pakistan to cease 
all aid to the rebels, and Soviet officials in Pakistan I 
have threatened that Islamabad's security position will 
be difficult if it does not. c::::::::J · I 

So~iet success in discouraging Pakistani aid to the 
insurgents will be determined' in part by actions take 

J 
, 

separately or jointly by the United States and China. If 
Washington and Beijing supply large amounts of I 
military assistance, the Pakistanis wilJ be more likely 
to resist Soviet pressure arid probably will increase aid 
to the insurgents. Pakistan will exercise extreme 
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Over the long.run, however, the removal of Afghani
stan as a buffer between the USSR and South Asia 
could cause the Indian political elite to explore 
alternatives to its dependence on the USSR. This 
attitude might be reflected in a desire to reduce Indian 
arms.dependence on the USSR or to reexamine the 
Soviet-Indian friendship treaty in view of Moscow~s 
use or' a similar treaty with Afghanistan to justify the 
invasion. Although·increased.~ncern witli the Soviets 
will not drive New Delhi into the arms of the United 

:
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caution, however; and.will be car-eful' to ensure that its 
own security concerns are guaranteed before com·. · 
mittingjtselfto supporting the insurgents. In the 
absence of such guarantees, Islamabad may flirt:_as it 

.has in the past-with a policy of improved relations
with Moscow.I=::::J 

The Soviets, for their part, are likely to take advantage 
 of the weak central authority in Pakistan. If the 
Pakistanis.opt to increase aid to Afghan in~urgents; 
Moscow may try to intimidate the Pakistanis by· 
e.ncouraging the Afghans to heat up the campaign for 
an. independent. Pushtunistan or by .encouraging the 
ambitions of such anti-Pakistani trib.al groups as the 
Baluchis. Pakistani Baluchistan has been in periodic 
rebellion against the central government for decades, 
and some Baluchis reportedly believe that.MosclJw. 
may now .be .more interested in-supporting their efforts 
to secure an independent Baluchistan. A long-term 
Soviet military presence in Afghanistan will mean 
greater tensions between Afghanistan and ·Pakistan, . 
which will, in turn, increase the Soviet temptation to
use the Baluchi and Pushtunistan issue against the 
Islamabad·government.I=::::J

The Middle East 
Most Third World states are physically and psycho, 
logically far removed from Afghanistan, but the 
brutality of the Soviet takeover.-particularly the 
execution of P.rime Minister Amin-should have some 
negative resonance among Soviet clients, particularly 
those that accom!llodate a Soviet military presei)Ce 
and/or have concluded a friendship treaty with the· 
USSR.. A prolonged and presumablY. ruthless Soviet 
effort to destroy the Islamic insurgency inAfghanistan 
would have continuing repercussions on tho; percep
tions of these states, particularly those that are 

i' 
·I 
!I 
:i 
' :J• 
: 

Muslim.D 

·The Isl~mic COllJmunity is clearly divided in it~·.
response to the Soviet invasion. Most conservative. 
Arab.stat.es either signed !he initial request for l\n
urgent Security Cpuncil meeting or have expressed
indignation in some other form; Egypt is reportedly 
preparing to take some anti-Soviet measures, such as 
reducing the size of the Soviet diplomatic mission in 
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Cairo. Among radical Arab ·states,. only South .Yemen 

and ·Syria have sent congratulations to the new ·regime 

in Kabul'. c::::J · . :: -. :· 

The Soviets are probably counting on radical Arab·. · 
opposition to.tlie Egyptian-Israeli peace process; and ' 
suspicion of the US.sporisorship of that process, to: · · 
preclude.public opposition· io the-invasion. The creation . 
of a Palestinian state is still more important to·these. 
Islamic states than evehts·in Southwest Asia, another 
factor mitigating against criticism of the USSR,·· '•: 
·Algeria. and Libya are·remote .from the area arid·.are. 
dependent on the USSR·for military· assistance; and·· 
are therefore unlikely to criticize publicly the use of 
Soviet weapons, even against Muslim insurgents: 
Syria, .which·'shares. these concerns and'is also Jaced · 
with internal instability and·renewed enmity with Iraq, 
presumably feels too·isolated·to risk· alienating· the •· 
USSR and· nee<js. Soviet support against the current · 
peace process. Nonetheless, basic Syrian suspicions of 
Soviet intentions will have been fortified, and Syda:· is 
even less likely in the wake of thi: Afghan coup to • .., 
conclude.a treaty of friendship with theUSSR~long-a 
Soviet objective: CJ ·· ·' 

''; ····... 
Iraq's strong public condemnation last week of the 
Soviet invasion is an indication ofthe.basicapprehen
sion in the area over Soviet intentions toward the Near 
East. Iraqi suspiCions of the USSR will·be further·:,: .: 
strengthened by •·revival of antigovernmentfactivity: 
by the Iraqi Communist Party, which follows a recent 
decision·by th~·party's Moscow,based leadership .to· : 
begin rebuilding its shattered organization; The •Iraqis 
are.also reportedly angered by• their belief that the· 
Soviets are providing indirect support to' the Kurdis·h· 
movement. Baghdad may decide to reexamine the 
language ofits own treaty with·the USSR as a• result...,----, . 
L___j . ·.·. . .. ·.. 

:.:·-·.·. 

Iraq, as well as other Arab states;:may. become even 
more opposed to current efforts:by. the· Soviets·to.. · 
consolidate their position iri theYemens. For the Arabs 
in geqeral: ihe Soviet inove in Afghanistan could, over 
the long term, make the USSR a less attractive 
alternative to the United.States: Such•a shift in 

. ' . 
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attitude could lead to some softening of the anti
.e Egyptian posture adopted by most.of the Arab world 

and a relaxation of the post-Camp David polarization. 
D 

Iran's initial reaction has been less anti-Soviet than 
Moscow might have feared. After strongly con

n 	 demning the intervention and resuming media criti
cism of the Soviets, Tehran has maddt clear .(hat the 
United States remains Iran's main enemy. Over the 
longer term, however, Soviet problems with Iran could 
be more severe. Ayatollah Khomeini is not in a position 
to conduct a two-front crisis with both the United 
States and USSR, but his distrust of the Soviets and 
antipathy for Communism will have been reinforced 
by the Soviet action in Afghanistan. Ifand when Iran 

j, 	 emerges .from its confrontation with the United States, 
the Soviet presence in Afghanistan- particularly if 
the Soviets are conducting operations against Islamic 

f 	 guerrillas in that nation~may well prevent the recon
ciliation with Iran that the Soviets have soughtC] 

a 	 Europe 
The Soviet action in Afghanistan could damage 
Moscow's efforts to cultivate and promote an inclina
tion among West European states to pay greater 

·deference to Soviet interests in all-European affairs 
.•and in the framing of national security.policies. Some 
West Europeans may conclude that the Afghan 
invasion marks the end of the era of detente and a 
·return to a period resembling the cold war. This 
attitude might lead some Europeans to view the 

is ·.USSR's actions in Afghanistan as evidence of the need 
for greater support for NATO's modernization pro

•grams for theater nuclear forces. Moscow's actions 
could also complicate the USSR's proposals on Euro
pean security issues that it intended to set forth at the 
CSCE session scheduled for Madrid later this year. 

D 
Initial West European reaction belies this thesis, 

)S 	 however. The allies insist that detente is still alive and 
:r 	 that arms control progress must parallel theater 

nuclear force (TNF) modernization. As Afghanistan 
fades from memory, the cost of the arms race and the 
fear of hostilities could in fact complicate NATO's 

I 
ment. Leftwing parties in West Germany and the I 
Netherlands as well as many West European socialists 
and Communists will continue to insist on the primacy 

.oms control despite the Soviet presence in Kabul.l 

The Soviets will do their best to. capitalize on this I 
sentiment. They will attempt to persuade West Euroi 
peans that detente with the Soviet Union in Europe is 
after all compatible with defense against the Soviet 
Union in Europe. As a result, Moscow may be more 
accommodating than it has been in the past to the 
French proposal for a separate conference on disarma

ment in E~r~~e subse~uent to the -~adrid meeting.T 

From the mtttal reactions of the maJor Eurocommumst 
parties, it does not appear that the Soviet invasion of1l 
Afghanistan will produce the kind of traumatic split 
that occurred among European Communist parties I 
following the invasion of Czechoslovakia or even the I 
differences thai followed Soviet support for the inva
sion of Kampuchea. The West European Communist 
reaction has been mixed and does not portend an ·I 
ideological struggle for the Soviets in coming months. 
The French Communist Party has echoed the Soviet i 
line on Afghanis ian and has dispil.tched party leader I 
George Marchais to Moscow-moves that reflect the 
evolution in the French Communist position toward 
Moscow in reeent years. The Spanish Communists 
have buried their criticism of the Soviets in broad . , . 
polemics assaulting recent US and NATO activities.'! 
The Italian party, while more forthright in attacking 
Soviet actions, has tried to explain them in terms o( 
general global tension, including the TNF decision: J 

This line will reinforce fears among Italians regarding 
the Communist party's reluctance to break its ties with 
Moscow on fundamental fo~eign po~icy issues. ~ I 
In Eastern Europe, the Soviet mvas10n has reviVed tlie 
same fears that are aroused whenever Soviet troops 
march across national borders. These concerns are 
easier to detect iri Yugoslavia and Romania, but the 
same unease is probably present in every country of t.he 
Warsaw Pact. The Yugoslavs have condemned the 
invasion openly and forcefully; Milos Minic, the 
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member of the Yugoslav party presidium responsible 
for foreign affairs, reportedly told a group of associates 
that he views the Soviet action as a "blU<iprint" of what 
could happen in Yugoslavia after President Tito dies . 
The Romanians have expressed their concern and 
opposition in private conversations with US diplomats, 
and· President Ceausescu-wjthout directly referring 
to the Soviets--unmistakably criticized the USSR in 
his annual New Year's message to the diplomatic corps 
in Bucharest. D 
Poland and Hungary have been less supportive of the 
Soviet invasion than East Germany and Czechoslo
vakia, probably because of their generally favorable 
relations with the United States as well as their special 
sensitivity to the prospect of increased Soviet pressure 
on their own delicate internal situations. Even Bulgar
ian spokesmen have expressed the hope that Sofia 
would be allowed to stay out of the line of fire on this 
particular East-West issue. D 
Prospects 
Moscow presumably has given some thought to the use 
of retaliatory measures if the United States were to 
continue to take steps in response to Soviet intervention 
in Afghanistan. These could include a reduction in 
Jewish emigration, increased pressures on dissidents, 
harassment of Americans in the Soviet Union, refusal 
of visas to Americans wanting to visit the USSR, and 
the further curtailment of economic rt:>lations. Moscow 
probably realizes that these measures are of limited 
value but nevertheless would convey the message that 
the Soviet Union can take steps in response to US 
actions and can turn to Western Europe and Japan for 
technological assistance denied by the United States. 

D 
Furthermore, the Soviet leaders may believe that the 
most effective policy instrument they have at present is 
the apparent indifference they have displayed about 
the effects of their intervention in Afghanistan on the 
course of US,Soviet relations. Their Security· Council 
vote on Iranian economic sanctions will be another 
measure, moreover, of how far they are prepared to go 

. in opposition to US interests in other areas. Mean
while, the Soviet media will complain bitterly about 

Seeret 

how their actions in Afghanistan are being misrepre
sented by Western propaganda and will-attempt-to 
present Secretary Brown's trip to China as the "real 
threat" to As_ian nations.O 

Moscow will ultimately r~gard US actions as a I 
challenge that must be answered in the political [ 
sphere. The Soviet response could include efforts to 1 

u'ndermine us positions in the Middle East and South I 
Asia. In these areas the USSR·will attempt to combine 1· 
Arab opposition to the Camp David process with the 1 

intimidating effect of its invasion of Afghanistan to 
expand its influence and undermine pro-W estern 
regimes. Arms aid, as in the past, will be used wherever I 
possible to expand Soviet influence at US expense.O 

. I 
The USSR will probably also seek to separate the · 
United States from its allies on the issue of reprisals ·I 
and to hold out the prospect of significant economic i 
and political gains to be derived from passing over the 
Afghan issue in silence. Moscow will also hope that it 
can weaken allied unity on ·the long-range TNF issue if 
it can detach the allies from the United States on the 
Afghan issue. Moscow could even attempt to ease 
relations with China in order to deny an option to the ' 
United States, but the prospects for a significant Soviet 
gesture toward Beijing appear remote.O 

If the US-Soviet.bilateral relationship should signifi
cantly deteriorate, then the Soviets might take more 

. far-reaching measures. These would include the test
ing of US responses to increased Soviet involvement in 
the Caribbean as well as threats against allied flag 
patrols irr East Berlin. The Soviets could also threaten 
to ignore SALT provisions with regard to such things 
as dismantling of certain strategic weapons or expand
ing the encryption of telemetry in the testing of new 
ICBMs0 
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